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The Dean 
The Very Rev’d J. Paul Kennington 

 

"The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you."  

 (Luke 1: 35)  
 

 

This is how the 2010 Parish Profile described the Cathedral.  We have come a long way 

in the past four years.  Members of the congregation have worked hard to consolidate our 

past strengths and turn our areas for improvement into new strengths.  Thank you.   

 

Public profile 

2014 saw the development of the new Web-site –  our thanks go to Jane Aitkens, Rhonda 

and Tommy Le who have worked so hard on this, and also to Gaston Lamontagne who 

has been so very helpful in correcting and improving our French translations.  The very 

successful Oasis Musicale concerts on Saturday afternoon, led by Jonathan Bailey and 

Shayna Pavlevsky have also raised our public profile and have become a regular 

commitment for many people beyond our worshipping congregation.  

 

Engaging with the French majority 

Jean-Jacques Goulet joined the Episkopé team in October as part of his preparation for 

ordained ministry in the Anglican Church, and the healthy development of the Pain, 

Partage et Prière group under his guidance has nourished an ever growing French 

language group here at the cathedral.  Thanks also to Donald Boisvert for his ministry not 

only with the French language ministry and Eucharists, which continue to grow, but in 

every aspect of our Cathedral life.  

 

Spiritual sustenance 

Over the past few years we have worked at developing the spirituality of the cathedral.  

Each day the lighting is set at different and varying levels so that the building is 

obviously primarily a place of prayer with an atmosphere of mystery, not merely a 

historical and architectural attraction.  The icons and candle stands, especially the central 

icon of Jesus, are a visual symbol of where our centre lies.  Daily prayer is crucial to this 

– and I thank the teams of leaders and musicians who make this possible.  Liturgical 

Prayer is not just another thing we put on for people, it is the life of a witnessing church 

for God.  Tuesday night Contemplative prayer, led by Beth Adams and Vivian Lewin, 

includes prayer disciplines from the East as well as from our Christian tradition and is 

both growing and diversifying. Prayer teams in the Chapel of St John after Communion at 

Strengths 
 

 Community 

 Music program 

 Preaching and liturgy 

 Openness and Diversity 

 Beautiful heritage building 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Public profile 

 Engaging with the French majority 

 Financial Viability 

 Social justice 

 Spiritual sustenance 

 Resources for young adults and 

families 
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the Sunday morning Eucharist are another development here.  The prophetic voice 

continues to stretch us to take risks with ourselves and to go further beyond our liturgical 

and traditional boundaries. 

 

Resources for young adults and families 

Other areas of growth are the creation of the Theology in the Public Forum group, along 

with the development of the new informal First Sunday evening Eucharist, and our 

continued growth and fellowship with students and families with children under the 

guidance of Rhonda and Jonathan Bailey. This year’s Weave-a-Net campaign raising 

funds to fight malaria in Tanzania was a great intergenerational experience which 

combined prayer and worship, justice and social action, education and community.  

 

Beautiful heritage building 

2015 may well be the year when we begin major projects for our beautiful heritage 

building. The restoration of the Stained Glass Windows continues, and I am hopeful that 

the long awaited pew removal project will finally happen, opening up the space at the 

back of the cathedral.  
 

But this year will also see our preparations for a major capital appeal for restoration work 

on the spire, roof and other parts of the building.  The total cost may well be over 

$8million.  We would expect the Québec Ministère de la culture et communications to 

provide an 80% grant towards this work – the only province in Canada to make such 

generous financial support for its patrimony - but we will still have to raise $1.5 million 

ourselves. It may also be the year that we move out of the offices in Cathedral Space and 

redesign office space in the Chapter House.  This is a dream which corporations have 

held for a decade – perhaps this is the year we will see it happen.  

 

Music program 

In the midst of all this development I hope that we can look at ways in which we can 

maintain our prophetic witness as a dynamic Cathedral of the future, not only a successful 

witness to the past.  Some of the ways to do this are already more established or easier for 

us than others.  For many years this cathedral has been a place where the very best of 20
th

 

century music can be heard alongside the 16
th

 century greats – our music tradition is 

without doubt excellent and much loved. We thank Patrick Wedd for all his skill and 

enthusiasm, as also Adrian Foster, Alex Ross and all the members of the choir.   

 

Openness and Diversity 

The Cathedral has a great tradition of inclusion.  The rainbow flag at the back of the 

Cathedral remains a high profile witness to our belief in equality and justice.  Many 

people are moved by what the flag represents and are grateful for our witness.  Recently 

we have extended this same openness and diversity to the words we use in our liturgies, 

not only in crafting seasonal and varying liturgical texts from a variety of sources, but 

being part of the liturgical movement which is conscious of how we address God and 

how we speak of each other.  One example is the gender neutral proper name YHWH 

(which means ‘The One Who Is) which is used throughout the Old Testament.  In the past 

it has been replaced automatically by the male noun ‘Lord’ – over 2014 we have been 

experimenting with the new, inclusive language, psalm translation from the St Helena’s 

Community in Atlanta, where YHWH is replaced by other terms: Most High, the 

Almighty, for example – watch out for the differences !   
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Preaching and liturgy 

Over the course of the past two years we have raised the profile of the nave altar as an 

intentional theological statement. It stands on a platform and is dressed in brightly 

coloured and dramatic frontals. The clergy sit in striking modern vestments in a 

semicircle behind the altar so that it becomes a principal central focal point of a more in-

the-round liturgy – and we thank the 2014 Holy Land pilgrims who donated a Gaudete 

Sunday vestment in blue and pink for use on the 3
rd

 Sunday of Advent.  The old High 

Altar (the altar, not the reredos which fulfils a different function) is intentionally made to 

recede visually by using the white frontal or stone Lenten array and by not lighting the 

candles there.   
 

The real challenge for us in the future, however, is to revisit the theology of the 

relationship of altar and community, of what we are trying to express and represent when 

we celebrate the Eucharist, and what we say about our humanity before God if we choose 

to stand, sit or kneel to pray, and where and how we receive Holy Communion.  Over the 

next few months servers, clergy and other ministers will look at how we use our bodies in 

liturgy, how our attitudes towards kneeling, standing, bowing, making the sign of the 

cross – or not - affect how we feel and express what we believe. We are grateful to 

George Deare and to all the great team of servers here at the cathedral.  George received 

the Bishop’s award in November 2014 for his 50 years of service to the Cathedral.  

 

Social justice 

This year has not been without its struggles, and one of these has been with issues 

concerning the Cathedral Community who sleep in our grounds.  Most municipal parks in 

Montreal close at midnight, many other areas are dangerous, many shelters do not allow 

people to bring their dogs.  The Cathedral has remained one place downtown where 

people can come and find some kind of shelter, and I was pleased to propose a motion at 

Diocesan Synod asking the National Church to advocate on our behalf with insurance 

companies and other legal entities who sometimes give the impression of wanting to limit 

our ministry.   The Vergers, Rob Wells, Tyson Røsberg, Rod Roberts and Donna 

Lawrence do a most remarkable job in ministering to the people in our grounds on our 

behalf – thank you.  This year we welcomed Deacon Peter Huish onto Episkopé. His 

experience in social justice and outreach issues and his diaconal concern to outreach 

ministry is a very valuable addition to our team.  
 

The question remains, however, what more can we do?  Those who went on the Holy 

Land Pilgrimage in July have raised the question of sponsoring a refugee family, as the 

Cathedral has done in the past. Another suggestion has been to open the Cathedral space 

for people to sleep inside, especially during the winter months.  The prophetic voice will 

challenge us as well as those around us beyond what we ever thought possible or 

imaginable.  

 

Community 

Finally I want to thank Tania Lesack, Ann Elbourne and Helen Wiegand in the Office.   

They do a remarkable job holding together too much work with not enough hours in each 

day and without them much of what we do would grind to a halt.  ‘Thank you’ I say to 

them, for their enthusiasm and joyful commitment to this ministry. Thanks also to Roger 

Balk for his contributions on Episkopé and as a great source of wisdom, and to Sam 

Keuchguerian and the whole team of stewards who welcome people Sunday by Sunday.  
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I also want to thank the Cathedral Corporation, Robert King, Veronica McDermott, 

Donna Riley, Randy Gates and Jane Aitkens.  It has been a full year with a full mix of 

difficulty, pleasant, hard and sorrowful decisions.  Wardens give an extraordinary amount 

of time to this service on our behalf and we are very grateful.  Veronica stepped down as 

Rector’s warden in early December and I appointed Donna Riley to fill that post. 

Veronica has been a wonderful warden – not only doing so much of the hard graft of 

employment issues, and grant applications over and above the normal warden duties, but 

also using some of her great skills to build us up to be a happy and co-operative team.  

Thank you.  
 

Finally I ask for your prayers for all our ministry and life here together, that from these 

wonderful roots a branch may blossom:  

 

The Spirit of YHWH will rest on you –  

A spirit of wisdom and understanding 

A spirit of counsel and strength 

A spirit of knowledge and reverence for God 

You will delight in obeying YHWH 

And will not judge by appearances, or make decisions by hearsay. 

You will treat poor people with fairness 

And will uphold the rights of the land’s downtrodden.   

 (Isaiah 11 : 1-4 – The Inclusive Bible translation) 

 

Assistant Priest 
The Rev’d Dr Donald Boisvert 

 

We continue to have a committed and growing nucleus of parishioners who attend the 

weekly Sunday Eucharist in French, and this has now become a regular component of our 

outreach as a Cathedral community. This year for the first time, and at the request of 

several parishioners, the Cathedral scheduled a Christmas Eve service in French. Some 

sixty people attended, making it clear that there is a spiritual and liturgical need being 

addressed. More generally, we remain open to enhancing our French-language outreach, 

and this has become even more of a reality with the arrival of our pastoral colleague, 

Jean-Jacques Goulet.  In particular, the dedicated work of the servers and choir members 

who participate in the weekly French service needs to be acknowledged. 
 

As an integral part of its mission and commitment to diversity, the Cathedral supports 

outreach to its LGBTQ members. Generally, this takes the form of occasional social 

gatherings at particular times of the year. Several were held this past year. More 

specifically, for the second time in August, Cathedral members participated in the annual 

Pride community day and parade. This is an important element of our public visibility as 

a welcoming religious community.   
 

Though my role as Assistant Priest is non-stipendiary, I continue to be actively involved 

in a variety of Cathedral groups and activities. A highlight for me this past year was the 

June pilgrimage to the Holy Land organized with our colleagues from St. George’s parish 

in Châteauguay. It was a powerful spiritual experience. As our Advent educational 

activity, a number of pilgrims shared with the Cathedral community their experiences and 

reflections. Donna Riley and I co-facilitated the series of four evening sessions. 
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Associate Priest and Director of Education 

The Rev’d Rhonda Waters 

 

In 2014, I had a number of opportunities to talk about life at the Cathedral with people 

from other parishes, other dioceses, and other Christian traditions as I participated in 

various conferences and gatherings.   
 

One of the things I talked about was the extent to which new members - and, notably, 

young members - are welcome to contribute to the life of the community.  I realized that, 

in 2014, there was someone under the age of 40 on every committee and involved in 

every area of ministry at the Cathedral except for Corporation.  This has been the result of 

deliberate invitations and genuine hospitality on the part of this community and you 

should be very proud.   
 

New and/or young members have been instrumental (although not on their own by any 

means!) in many exciting things in 2014, including but not limited to: 

 screening the NFB documentary My Prairie Home in the nave of the Cathedral  

 our ongoing participation at Pride 

 the Climate Change March 

 the launch of the monthly Evening Eucharist services 

 the new youth group sleepovers.   

 

In my capacities as pastor to the younger members of our community and as director of 

education, it has been my privilege to participate in these projects, as well as those 

discussed in a number of other reports.  
 

In addition, beginning in the fall of 2014, the Montreal Diocesan Theological College 

contracted with the Cathedral for me to serve as the MDTC Chaplain, a role that requires 

roughly one half day/week during the school term.  It is my goal to build on the already 

strong relationship between the College and MDTC in order to enrich our shared 

ministries of theological education and formation.  
 

The embrace of new people and new projects reveals a community that is both sure of its 

identity and eager to grow.  This was the second theme that emerged as I talked about the 

Cathedral; it is a community with a clear sense of what it's about.  We know we are not a 

social club or a social service provider or a concert hall or an educational institution.  We 

are a church. Fellowship and outreach and music and teaching are all offered in order to 

minister to the spirits of those we serve and in witness to the good news of Jesus Christ.  

But we're not always very good at articulating that, even to ourselves.  This, I think, is 

our challenge for 2015: to learn how to talk about the ways in which God reveals (or 

doesn't reveal) Godself in our lives, both within and beyond the Cathedral community.  

As we learn how to do this, we will find ourselves better equipped for important 

conversations about our worship, our building, and our community life which, in turn, 

will better equip us to be the church God is calling us to be. 
 

I give thanks for the wonderful people God has brought together in this community.  I 

couldn’t ask for better co-workers for the Kingdom or friends and mentors in the 

meantime.  I look forward to seeing where God leads the Cathedral in 2015. 
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Associate Minister and Director of Pastoral Care and Social Outreach  
Jean-Jacques Goulet 

 

October 1, 2014, I began a half-time internship at the Cathedral as an associate minister.  

This internship is a final step in the discernment process that could lead to my ordination 

as a priest in the Anglican Church. I consider it a privilege to be serving in this capacity 

in the Cathedral and have greatly appreciated the welcome and support of Episkopé and 

specifically Paul's guidance through this process. 
 

My responsibilities include a special focus on the French ministry of the Cathedral. The 

Alpha group for francophones from last year gave birth to a bible study group that meets 

every other week. They have named the group, Pain, Partage et Prière, that describes 

well what it is all about, eating, sharing and praying. This last fall, Rev. Neil Whitehouse, 

led this very appreciative group for three sessions on incorporating body awareness and 

bible study.  Other than this bible study group, regular involvement, including preaching 

monthly, in the weekly French service is also part of my French ministries 

responsibilities.  
 

Looking to the pastoral care responsibilities for CCC, I have met with a few groups and 

individuals to better understand what is happening and what are still its needs.  The 

monthly luncheons of the seniors group have been a great way for me to get to know a 

few parishioners. I have also met with representatives of the P2P program from the Social 

Service Society. Further dialogue will be undertaken this year with this group and 

Episkopé, to see how the diocese guidelines for Creating a safe church can be 

incorporated with what is already being done and with what may yet be created.  
 

I have also created for Episkopé a digital map with the residences of all CCC attenders. In 

this coming year, we will look at how this information can help us further respond to the 

pastoral needs of the congregation. If you move, do let the office know! 
 

Since this is my first ministry in such a large urban congregation and in a very different 

cultural context than what I am used to, I hope to begin visiting homes this winter with 

this same goal of understanding better the pastoral care needs of CCC.  Do not hesitate to 

invite me over or, if a minister's visit at home is a bit too intimidating, ask me out for 

coffee! Your invitations will be much appreciated. 
 

The mark of a healthy congregation is the availability of various places where people can 

have a sense of belonging. Pastoral care happens as we are with each other and as we 

support each other. Sometimes this can be in groups that are age related, like seniors’ 

luncheons, or SS, or family ministries, or they can be around various interests, like choir 

or social justice. With this in mind, another group I have been helping with is the 

LGBTQ. Since this type of group would not have been possible for me in other settings, I 

have found this very rewarding.   
 

As the foundation of building visitation teams and to help us as a congregation in the 

various places and groups we may find ourselves, I have been working with Rhonda and 

Vivian at preparing a course this month [January 2015] on Building listening skills 

which will be offered by Cathie Macaulay, a well-respected teacher and pastoral 

animator. I look forward to these two sessions to get to know more of you.  
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A final piece I have been working on is developing a pew insert that will welcome 

newcomers to the Church as well as be a tool to alert the pastoral care team to needs of 

others in the congregation. Stay tuned, you will find them in your hymnals before long! 

I closing, I want to thank CCC for giving me this opportunity to continue to live out my 

vocation. 

 

 

Director of Music 
 Patrick Wedd 

 

As ever, 2014 was a busy and exciting year for all of your musicians. 
 

Hardly had we drawn our breath from Christmas, but we were launched into a very busy 

January with Epiphany Carols on January 12, and then on the 19
th

 the televised 

ecumenical celebration for the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity. This was a very rich 

event, liturgically and musically, requiring a great deal of organizational input from 

Cathedral staff. The choir carried it off with aplomb, the wonderful double-choir Te 

Deum in G being our major contribution, as well as service music and hymns with 

soaring descants. The Radio-Canada production crew were very complimentary after the 

event, and talked of coming back to us for a Sunday morning for their regular Jour de 

Seigneur. 
 

Holy Week and Easter once again saw sung services on every day of the week, and 

splendid liturgies for the great Triduum. 
 

We were very happy to take part in the wonderful open house for the Journées de la 

Culture on the last weekend of September. We contributed to a splendid concert on 

Saturday, and provided a festal Evensong on Sunday, followed by English tea on the 

forecourt. In addition, I hosted two visits to our Wilhelm organ, and assisted the Dean in 

a hands-on workshop on the singing of plainsong. Our bellringers also hosted a very 

popular hour in which the enthusiastic participants were able to play our beautiful 

Whitechapel bells. 
 

We provided music for the annual Diocesan Synod on October 18, and then a very busy 

All Saints weekend, with mass on Saturday as well as Sunday morning, and a Requiem 

Mass for All Souls in the afternoon. We used a new orchestration of the Fauré Requiem 

for organ and five string players, to great effect.  
 

Almost immediately we were on to our annual fundraising concert on November 7, this 

year celebrating the music of 16
th

-century John Taverner and 20th-century John Tavener, 

who had died just almost exactly a year previously. Both composers provided your 

singers with exciting discoveries, the music, although centuries apart, being curiously 

complementary. Our Music and Arts Committee did a superb job of organization and 

publicity, and a large audience received our offerings enthusiastically, attended a very 

happy post-concert reception in great numbers, and contributed to the music fund as 

never before. 
 

We hosted and provided music for the yearly AIDS service on November 28, and then 

went on to our usual very busy Advent and Christmas, including as always singing for the 

McGill Chamber Orchestra Messiah. Once again, thanks to excellent publicity, our own 

Sing-along Messiah was a very happy evening. 
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We continue now with three choral services every Sunday, with the 12h45 French Mass 

covered by a quartet, much to the satisfaction of that small but faithful congregation. 

Weekday Evening Prayer is sung to plainsong regularly on Tuesday, Wednesday and 

Thursday. We also continue to increase the choral services for weekday liturgical 

festivals, this year singing Mass for Epiphany, Ash Wednesday, Maundy Thursday, St 

John the Baptist, Ascension, Corpus Christi, Mary the Virgin and All Saints. These noon 

services are often followed by a half-hour of organ music suitable to the day. 
 

And we have also enabled music for the new evening Eucharists on the first Sunday of 

the month, hosted by the Cathedral’s younger adults, and providing for a wider range of 

music styles and instruments. 
 

Through all of this the dedication and skill of all our singers has been remarkable; a 

commitment for which we all are very grateful. And our organists Adrian Foster and Alex 

Ross have once again proved a winning team, cheerful and capable in equal measure. 
 

The ongoing success of our Oasis Musicale Saturday concert series continues to please. 

Enthusiastic and ever-growing audiences are treated to an engaging variety of 

presentations, and the interest of performers has the series booked for several months into 

2015. In addition, the number of rentals of the Cathedral for concerts by visiting 

musicians is increasing rapidly. For all of this we must thank Jonathan Bailey and his 

very efficient team.  
 

I have already mentioned the work of our fine Music and Arts Committee which, under 

the capable leadership of James Roberts, has provided excellent and pro-active support 

and publicity. It has now really morphed into a fine-arts group, with activities expanded 

into visual, spoken and written fields. 
 

And we continue to be grateful to Dónal Ward for all the wonderful work he does on our 

very visible and beautiful music pages, as well as stellar proof-reading. 
 

All of us involved in your music programme continue to be deeply aware of how 

fortunate we are to work in a parish which values the beauty and quality of its worship 

and supports all who contribute to it. We thank you all.  

 

 

Wardens Report 
 Randy Gates, Robert King, Donna Riley  

 

As we look back on 2014, it is gratifying to be able to report that our community is 

continuing to grow, both in numbers and activities, and holding steady financially at a 

time when so many churches, in our Diocese as well as all over the Western world, are 

struggling.  
 

We appreciate the active support of our parishioners who give generously of their time, 

talents and financial resources to ensure this continued growth. The opportunities for such 

involvement and contribution are many and varied:  Forum, which is open to all; the 

Music Committee and concerts; liturgical dance and the arts; SJAG; Sunday school and 

family activities; Bible study and reflection/discussion groups; prayer and meditation 

sessions; and many others. We would like to acknowledge particularly the devoted 

volunteers (servers, stewards, intercessors, readers, lay administrators of the chalice, and 
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others) whose contributions are essential to support our worship services throughout the 

year. 
 

Our heartfelt thanks go out to everyone who has given of their time and energy, and also 

to all those who have pledged financial support, as those pledges allow us to plan more 

reliably and responsibly. We also would like to acknowledge those who, over the past 

year, have made gifts large and small (vestments, flowers, etc.) in honour of specific 

persons or events. 
 

We are especially grateful for the Cathedral’s dedicated, capable and energetic staff. Led 

by Dean Paul Kennington, the clergy team of Rhonda Waters, Donald Boisvert and Roger 

Balk serve us well, not only in liturgical activities, but also in their various ministries and 

administrative responsibilities. They are ably assisted by Deacon Peter Huish, who joined 

the team early in 2014 with special responsibility for justice and outreach issues, and 

more recently by Jean-Jacques Goulet, a candidate for ordination who has taken on a 

temporary assignment to assist with pastoral matters until mid-2015. In fact, the 

Cathedral continues to be an important source of candidates for ordination, with Josée 

Lemoine, James Duckett, and Tania Lesack all deeply involved in different stages of 

preparation for ordination. 
 

The Cathedral is known for the excellence of its music. This is in no small way due to the 

direction of Patrick Wedd and his two very capable assistants, Adrian Foster and Alex 

Ross. The choir, consisting of 8 professional singers and a large number of committed 

volunteers, works very hard and produces an excellent enhancement of our worship. This 

year has also seen the strengthening of the Oasis Musicale program, both musically and 

administratively; this series has become a flourishing staple of the Montreal music scene.  
 

Human resources issues were very much on the agenda for your wardens this past year. 

With the departure in early January of Aurora DiGiulio, the position of full-time 

Cathedral administrator was reviewed to see how both components—administration and 

public relations—could best be managed. Corporation decided to create a part-time 

position of administrator (equivalent to 3 days/week) and to devote the remaining budget 

to public relations, starting with the development of a new website. Since March, Tania 

Lesack has very competently handled the stresses of the administrator position while 

pursuing her studies for ministry. She is ably assisted by two faithful volunteers, Ann 

Elbourne and Helen Wiegand. 
 

The Verger team also underwent some human resources changes this year with the mid-

summer departure of Vincent Bureau for studies in Australia. Vincent was replaced by 

two part-time vergers, Donna Lawrence and Tyson Rosberg, who join Rod Roberts on the 

team under the capable leadership of Rob Wells. Maintaining the physical plant of an old 

building such as ours and keeping it clean, safe and welcoming is a special vocation that 

sometimes is not appreciated, but our team of vergers does an excellent job, while at the 

same time dealing compassionately with visitors and those who make our grounds a 

temporary home.  
 

Your Corporation, consisting of the Wardens, Deputy Wardens, Treasurer, Dean and 

Associate Priest, has met almost every two weeks throughout the year. It has been a good, 

cohesive team; we were sorry to say good-bye to Veronica McDermott, who resigned as 

Rector’s Warden for personal reasons not long before the end of her term. Her 

contributions to the work of Corporation have been substantial and greatly appreciated. In 
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November, the Dean appointed Donna Riley to be the new Rector’s Warden, leaving a 

vacancy for Deputy Warden to be filled at the upcoming Annual General Vestry meeting.  
 

In addition to the above-mentioned changes in staffing and items of routine Cathedral 

business, Corporation focused on some significant issues in 2014 that will be ongoing 

concerns in 2015 and beyond. Three of those major dossiers include: 
 

 Office space:  Corporation is exploring with the Diocese how and when the Cathedral 

might vacate all or most of the space it currently occupies in Cathedral Place, to cut 

costs and focus our resources more on our core mission. Studies are needed to 

consider alternative options. 

 Cathedral fabric:  The restoration of some windows is under way, with others to be 

done in the coming year. The project to remove pews at the back of the Cathedral has 

been delayed due to issues on the architects’ end; we will be working closely with 

them to move forward on this. Most importantly, in 2015 we need to start planning 

for the replacement of the spire, repairs to the roof, and work on related structures. 

We have begun the process of selecting consultants to work with us on a capital 

campaign for this major project, and we are in regular contact with the heritage 

authorities to ensure contributions from those quarters. 

 Grounds:  We continue to grapple with the appropriate expression of the Cathedral’s 

ministry to the disadvantaged persons who use our grounds for shelter throughout the 

year. The issues are complex and involve constituencies with varying degrees of 

power and authority. We are committed to continued dialogue with this population 

and to developing mutually respectful ways of interacting. 
 

A major undertaking over the past year has been the Safe Church process, in which all 

Cathedral volunteers who interact with vulnerable populations such as children and 

house-bound seniors have undergone police checks; other aspects of the process, 

including training, will be pursued in the coming year. Another achievement is our new 

website (www.montrealcathedral.ca), which we envision will be a valuable tool for 

communication, public relations, and community building. Our francophone ministry has 

been growing in strength and numbers, and the Natural Church Development process 

begun this summer has suggested areas on which we might focus our efforts to grow as a 

community in coming years. 

 

 

Safe Church Program  
          Randy Gates 

 

In the fall of 2013, Christ Church Cathedral proactively initiated the first phase of a “Safe 

Church program” in cooperation with the Service de Police de la Ville de Montreal 

(SPVM). This phase of the program provides voluntary background checks for 

employees and volunteers who work with or are in contact with vulnerable persons. 

(Sunday school, home visits, choir, servers etc.)  
 

To date I am pleased to say that more than 45 checks have been completed and we 

continue to add new names and volunteers as individuals enter into the relevant positions.  
 

In 2014 The Anglican Diocese announced that they were implementing a mandatory safe 

church program for all churches within the Diocese.  
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In the very near future (Jan/Feb), each person who completed “phase one” of the program 

will be invited to complete “phase Two” which is an online training called “ Creating a 

Safe Church”. Please note that this training has been deemed mandatory for all volunteers 

and employees of the Cathedral. Once each member has completed the training (which 

should take maximum one hour) they are to complete the Acknowledgment form and 

forward the completed document to the diocesan HR department.  
 

Should anyone have any concerns, questions or comments regarding the program you are 

invited to contact the Safe Church coordinator Randy Gates.  

 

 

Lay Readers 
 Tania Lesack 

 

A large part of the Lay Readers’ task at the Cathedral lies in supporting and participating 

in other lay ministries of the Cathedral, including being part of the team of lay leaders of 

morning and evening prayer, chalice administrators, readers, intercessors, and servers. 

This year, not only the Cathedral’s lay readers but other diocesan lay readers took part in 

leading Evensong on Sundays. Along with preaching and reading the lessons (the latter 

does not require a license from the Bishop, but is one of the great joys for this lay reader) 

the Lay Readers also participated in Lenten and Advent programs (including offering a 

workshop on painting Ukrainian Easter Eggs).  

 

 

Spiritual Direction and Retreats 
 Vivian Lewin 

 

We held a very well received “mostly quiet day” last year on March 25, a Saturday in 

Lent, on the theme Praying With Scripture: Hearing God Beyond the Text. Brent Walker 

led a series of meditations, introducing the shape of Ignatian spirituality. Barbara Smith 

took charge of the kitchen, and Dean Paul provided a special table prayer before lunch 

evoking the Holy Land. 
 

In 2015 we will offer an extended weekend “away” retreat the first weekend in May at 

L'Hérmitage Sainte-Croix. Sally Harrington will speak about the life of prayer, and Paul 

will organize sung Offices and mealtime readings to foster our experience of community 

religious life. 
 

Contemplative Prayer has grown from a monthly to a weekly practice under the 

inspiration and fidelity of Beth Adams (see her report on Contemplative Prayer on page 

23.) These quiet Tuesday evening events have attracted as many as a dozen participants 

both from the parish and the wider community. Silent meditation, guided scripture-based 

contemplations, and occasionally other practices, are offered to support regular pray-ers 

and serve as an introduction  or even a sort of mini-retreat for those drawn to explore 

what happens in silence. Everyone is always welcome! 
 

Spiritual direction might be a misnomer in 2015. Some call it spiritual friendship or 

accompaniment.  Direction is, after all, from the Holy Spirit, not from any human. Still, a 

listening ear can be heaven-sent when prayer becomes difficult, and that, as Metropolitan 

Anthony Bloom has written, is precisely when real prayer begins. If your prayer is  
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becoming real, I can offer a listening ear and, if you wish, put you in touch with a 

spiritual director or point you towards other “match-makers” in the Montreal area with 

whom you can discuss what is happening and what you need at this time. 

 

 

Cathedral Forum  
  François Morin and Donna Riley 

 

As a body of elected members representing the parish, Forum meets monthly, except in 

summer months, to receive reports and consider matters brought forward by the clergy 

and Corporation, staff, committees and other volunteer groups, and to offer advice as 

requested, or discuss issues of concern to the community. All parishioners are welcome to 

attend Forum meetings; minutes and agendas are sent out to the community at large by 

email in the week before each meeting. Any parishioner who is not receiving those 

mailings is encouraged to contact the Cathedral office to update their contact information.  

In 2014, there were 10 Forum meetings. With the active participation of over 20 elected 

members of the community (and many ex officio members), the meetings have covered 

the regular items from the different committees, such as corporation, music ministry, 

education and the periodic financial reports.  There have been various special topics that 

could be divided into two categories: seasonal events and church activities. 

Under seasonal events, the members were consulted and involved in developing outreach 

activities mostly revolving around culture.  Journées de la Culture, various movie 

showings, Nuit Blanche and winter celebration were amongst those initiated and managed 

by members. The events have been successful in making culture an important part of the 

development of the church, bringing visitors to the church, exposing the beauty of the 

church’s art, archives and history. They also gave the opportunity for members to share 

their talents with others.  

As for church activities, the members were involved in aspects that were tied to 

continuously improving the regular operations and services led by Christ Church 

Cathedral. Topics included the activities and management of an administrative assistant 

position, the follow up from discernment committees on applicants to priesthood, radical 

transformation and natural church development surveys to analyze and complement the 

understanding of the Church’s impact on the community, how homelessness is a part of 

the church and the actions in place to support the ones in need, and the set up of a new 

“rota” system for our many groups, tasks, responsibilities, and committees.  

The following list illustrates another wide range topics discussed at Forum this year under 

the regular subjects: Christmas vouchers, the monthly Fair Trade Kiosk and the Fair 

Trade Boutique, Sunday school initiatives.  

Because Forum is where many aspects of Cathedral life are discussed, these and other 

items covered over the year can be found presented in more detail in other annual reports 

in these pages.  
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Cathedral Register 2014 

 

BAPTISMS  

Thomas Burgan-Evans  

Camden Chevalier-Mondésir 

Jacob Chevalier-Mondésir 

Natasha Henderson 

Erica Adèle Jacobs-Perkins 

Karina-Mecca Marimba  

Jingdi Pi 

Hiu Yu Tung 

Ze Yuan Wang  

 

RECEPTION INTO  
THE ANGLICAN COMMUION 

Marian Dagher 

Richard Joseph Aimé Desjardins 

André Durocher 

Marie-Claire Fournier 

Jean-Jacques Goulet 

Joseph Hafner 

Marie-Andrée Lecompte 

 

MARRIAGES  

Johanne Marie Danielle Picard and Gerardo 
Angelicchio 

Elizabeth Faith Evans-Olders and Andrew 
Duncan Johnston  

Cynthia Frangiosa and Franco Contrino Jr. 

 

 

 

CONFIRMATIONS 

Cédric Bardoux 

Natasha Henderson 

Erica Adèle Jacobs-Perkins 

Paul McRae 

Jingdi Pi 

Tyson Røsberg 

Hiu Yu Tung 

Ze Yuan Wang  

Masa Yabe 

 

 

 

 

FUNERALS & MEMORIAL 
SERVICES 

The Rev'd Canon E. Daniel Fleming 
 

 

Blessing of a Marriage Jingdi Pi and Ze Yuan Wang 
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Envelope Secretary & Statistical Report    
Duncan Shaddick 

 

Communicants 

The number of Sunday communicants held steady at 114 for the 8 and 10 a.m services. 

Adding in the 12.45 pm Eucharist took the total to 132, approximately the same as last 

year including an average of 17.5 at the 12.45 Eucharist. 

 

Easter communicants jumped again to 434 from last year’s 394 and Christmas 

communicants rose to 432 from 328 in 2013. The combined total for Easter and 

Christmas was 866, an increase of 20%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Giving 

The total regular identifiable giving fell slightly from $168,793 to $165,835 in 2014. A 

total of $10,193 was received in special gifts. The total identifiable amount varies 

considerably from year to year as much depends on occasional legacies and gifts. 
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Individual Giving  

The number of identifiable givers fell from 178 to 168.  Those giving $20 per week or 

more decreased from 55 to 53 while those giving less than $20 per week also went 

down from 123 to 115. 

 

However, on a per head basis, the average regular giving per person increased from $948 

to $987 (4.2%). 
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PWRDF 

The total amount donated to PWRDF through Christ Church Cathedral in 2014 was 

$10,420 including $1385 donated through the blue envelopes, the Cathedral's outreach 

donation of $4894, and $4271 raised through Sunday School's Weave-a-Net appeal. The 

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) will triple the amount donated 

through Weave-a-Net and make a further donation of $12,813 to fight malaria in 

Tanzania. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treasurer's Report  
Jane Aitkens 

 

In 2014, the number of people pledging was 47, up from 43 in 2013. Of those, 25 used 

the PAR automatic monthly deduction program. The total amount pledged was $85,748.  

That put the average annual pledge for 2014 at $1,824 or $35 every Sunday, a 6% 

decrease from the previous year. Early in 2015, the pledge commitments show a bump 

back up to the $90,000 range. 
 

In addition to the parishioners who pledge, there are Cathedral members who use our 

weekly envelope system or who write periodic cheques, and also non-members who write 

us cheques.  By their envelopes and cheques, we can identify these givers (and so give 

them a tax receipt). In 2014, there were 168 such identifiable givers, and they gave 

$163,122 towards our regular Cathedral budget. This is quite a decrease in giving from 

the congregation. 
 

In addition, we received a variety of donations for items above and beyond the budget, 

such as new vestments, and specific support for liturgy, music and mission, etc. – that 

amount totaled $10,193.   
 

I wish to thank our bookkeeper, Roz Kasner, who had a very upsetting year; her husband 

Peter Klein was diagnosed with cancer and died in early January 2015.  As you read this, 

please say a prayer for Roz, that she may be spared further sorrow. 
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Investment Committee  
Neil Matheson 

 

Christ Church Cathedral: Investment Committee report 2014 
 

 Members: Neil Matheson (Chair); Paul Kennington (Dean); Jane Aitkens (Treasurer), 

Bob King (Warden), Stephen Atkinson.  

 Kathy Fazel represents the manager, RBC Phillips Hager and North Investment 

Counsel.  
 

 The combined funds of the Cathedral finished 2014 totalling $4.27 million, compared 

to $4.04 million the prior year.  

 In 2014, the total income disbursed totalled just over $144,000, compared to 

$135,000 the prior year and $105,000 in 2012. This increase in income was due to a 

shift in 2012 in our selection of more income-oriented funds in both fixed income and 

equities.  

 Total return of the funds includes capital gains as well as income. In 2014 the total 

return was 9.4%, which includes capital gains of $259,000.  This compares to our 

benchmark return of 10.4%% and inflation of 2.0%. The shortfall relative to 

benchmark largely reflected holdings in energy securities during the sell-off in the 

fourth quarter of the year.  Over the past five years the total return has been 8.4% per 

year, ahead of the portfolio’s benchmark (7.8%) and inflation (1.7%). The Portfolio 

Manager has exceeded the competitive benchmark since inception of the mandate in 

February, 2008 but more importantly helped to deliver a strong real return after 

inflation.  

Neil Matheson, Chair, 

Investment Committee 
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Christ Church Cathedral 

Rates of Return as at December 31st, 2013

*Date of inception: February 26, 2008

**Benchmark : 45% DEX Universe Bond Index, 35% S&PTSX Composite Index, 10% S&P 500, 10% MSCI EAFE Index.

***CPI data to end of November 2013.

3 months

%

1 Year

%

3 Years

%

4 Years

%

5 Years

%

*Since

Inception

%

Portfolio 6.3 13.7 7.8 8.1 10.4 6.0

Benchmark** 4.8 9.5 5.8 7.0 8.9 5.1

Canadian CPI*** 0.2 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.6
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Archives  
Tania Lesack  

 

The Cathedral continues to receive requests on a wide spectrum of topics, including 

scholarly inquiries, parish and church property record inquiries, requests for certified 

copies of personal information, such as acts of baptism, confirmation, marriage and burial 

records, and genealogical research. Since mid-2014 we no longer have the services of 

Barbara McPherson to manage the archives and to coordinate volunteers. Ann Elbourne 

and a team of volunteers put together a display of documents and other items of historical 

interest as part of the Journées de la culture in September. The archives are a treasure of 

historical documents and information that requires care and attention to be properly 

maintained.  

 

 

Bookings  
Ardyth Robinson 

 

2014 proved to be a quiet year with regards to outside bookings. Besides the usual 

committee groups, bible studies, music concerts, dancers, reading clubs, CPR and first aid 

classes, singers (The McGill Choral uses the Fulford hall every Wednesday evening, 

except in the summer), etc, we had a few new Corporate groups use the space a few times 

during the year.  
 

The Bénévole Amité Drop- In Group is still using the Undercroft weekdays as they await 

the building of their new premises.  As always, I am hoping to find more groups that 

would like to reserve space on a regular basis. 
 

You might be interested to know that some of the money collected from the rentals goes 

towards to the upkeep of the hall floors, the sound system as well as towards supplies for 

the Fulford kitchen. 

 

 

Recommendations of the Nominating Committee for year 2015  
Janet King 

 

The Nominating Committee proposes the following candidates for election in 2015: 

     

Wardens and Corporation People’s Warden   Robert King 

    Deputy Wardens    Randy Gates 

                        Louise Lockhart 

Lay Synod delegates               Sam Keuchgerian  

     Flo Tracy                

Alternate delegates to Synod  Janet King 

     Rob Wells 

Delegate to youth synod        n/a 

 

Secretary to General Vestry  Diana Bouchard 

 

PWRDF rep.   Anika Gerols         a second representative is needed 
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Forum:  

Nominated for 2015/2016/2017 (10 candidates) 

Diana Bouchard, Marion Dagher, George Deare, André 

Durocher, Bob Gibson, Adrian King-Edwards, Jeffrey 

Mackie, François Morin, Leah Trineer, Ben Stuchbery 

Members Elected at previous AGVM 2014: (11 active members) 

- Term finishes31/12/2015 Meg Graham, Matthias Heilke, Josée Lemoine (resigned), 

Jan Jorgensen, James Roberts  

- Term finishes 31/12/2016    William Converse, Ann Elbourne, Anika Gerols, Jean-

Jacques Goulet, Lisa Middlemiss, Tyson Rosberg, Les 

Stutzman, Magda Valdez  

Ex-officio Forum Members:   All Cathedral clergy, Director of Music, Wardens and 

Deputy Wardens, Treasurer (Jane Aitkens), Delegates and 

Alternate Delegates to Synod, Lay Readers (Tania Lesack, 

and Constance Middleton-Hope, Lay Reader Emerita), 

Cathedral Archivist (unfilled at 31/12/2014) 

Finished term as of December 31, 2014:   

Jonathan Bailey, John Bradley, James Duckett, Elizabeth 

MacNeill, François Morin, Paul Hopkins , Eva Szalay, 

Leah Trineer, Flo Tracy 

 

Music and Arts Committee: 

Nominated for 2015/2016/2017 (3 candidates) 

Stephanie Felkai, Sheena Gourlay, Jonathan Stuchbery 

Elected at previous annual vestry (2 resignations, 6 active members as of 31/12/2014) 

- Term finishes 31/12/2015  Janet Chambers (resigned),Tor Haines (resigned ), 

Matthias Heilke, Ann Elbourne 

- Term finishes 31/12/2016   James Roberts, Ben Stuchbery, Emily Hush, Donna Jean-

Louis 

Finished term as of December 31, 2014:  

Bob Gibson, Janet King     

    

Nominating Committee          Janet King, Jan Jorgensen, Flo Tracy, François Morin  

 

Conflict Resolution Group     Flo Tracy, Michael Patry, Ann Elbourne 

 

 

LITURGY AND WORSHIP 

Ministries to Families and Children 
The Rev’d Rhonda Waters 

 

The Cathedral's children are well loved and they know it - their comfort is obvious at 

every coffee hour as they explore the nooks and crannies in games of hide and seek or 

take advantage of the open aisles for games of tag.  It is also obvious in the way they so 

proudly carry the Sunday School candle down the aisle at the beginning of the service 

and the way they present themselves to receive communion, hands outstretched and 
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smiles wide.  It is a deep joy for me as priest and as mother to witness the continued 

growth of the Cathedral's ministry to families with children. 
 

In 2014, Jonathan Bailey and the team of volunteers were available for Sunday School 

taught 47 Sunday School lessons.  In addition, the children participated in four 5th 

Sunday services as well as making wonderful contributions to our Easter morning 

celebration and, of course, offering the always beautiful Christmas pageant during the 

first Eucharist of Christmas. 
 

The 2014 Summer project, Weave-A-Net, took the children beyond our walls to explore 

the insects on our grounds and to learn about the needs of people fighting malarial 

mosquitoes in Tanzania.  Taking the commandment to love our neighbours very 

seriously, the Sunday School raised $4271 to buy anti-malarial mosquito nets to send to 

our partner diocese in Masasi via PWRDF.  This project was supported by a diocesan 

grant and a more detailed account can be found on the Cathedral website. 
 

We also had two opportunities to experience church services outside the familiar confines 

of the Cathedral.  In February 2014, we ended our first Family Retreat in Mount Orford 

Park with a lovely Eucharist celebration in our cabin.  In November, we went for a prayer 

walk to McGill campus and ended with a beautiful outdoor Eucharist. 
 

A final exciting development in the area of ministry to families with children is the 

launch of the Cathedral Youth Group in the autumn of 2014.  Led by Thomas Cormie and 

Louise Lockhart, kids ages 10-14 gather once a month for a sleep over in Fulford Hall.  

Serious Bible study and theological reflection is matched with hide and seek in the dark 

Cathedral - and not as much sleep as the adults involved might like! 
 

Our community of families is constantly changing as much loved members bid us 

farewell, as new members find the Cathedral, as new babies arrive to current members, 

and as small children grow into rather large ones.  Thanks are due to the many teachers, 

organizers, and friends who contribute to making the Cathedral a place where families are 

welcomed and supported in their journeys of faith.         

 

 

Music and Arts Committee 
James Roberts  

 

In 1999 the Music Committee was mandated by General Vestry to be a support and 

resource for the Director of Music and the music programme.  In 2013 the committee’s 

mandate was expanded to include additional arts programming. 
 

In 2014, the composition of the committee changed somewhat but several long-term 

members were still on hand to ensure a smooth transition. James Roberts took over from 

John Fossey as committee chair, and Emily Hush assumed the role of secretary. While 

the role of the elected members of the Music and Arts Committee is to oversee, 

coordinate, and report back to Vestry and to Forum, members of the cathedral 

congregation are encouraged to become involved in events and activities. This year was 

very successful from that point of view, with many cathedral members volunteering for 

and participating in a large variety of activities.  
 

The committee worked on several important events during the year, including most 

recently the successful November choir fundraising concert, The Western Wynde and the 
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Lamb, a winter celebration held at the beginning of the year entitled A Few Acres of 

Snow, a screening of NFB films in Fulford Hall and a screening of the documentary My 

Prairie Home in the cathedral, and the highly successful Journées de la culture event in 

September.  
 

The choir’s fundraising concert raised slightly more money in paid ad sales than last year, 

and brought in over $5,000 in all. Final numbers are not currently available but will be 

known after the cathedral’s bookkeeper returns to work. 
 

The Oasis musicale Saturday afternoon concert series continued throughout the year to 

great reviews and much success.   

 

 

Francophone Ministry 

 

Details about francophone ministry are included in the reports from Rev'd Donald 

Boisvert, Associate Priest (page 5) and Jean-Jacques Goulet, Associate Minister and 

Director of Pastoral Care and Social Outreach (page 7). 

 

 

Contemplative Prayer 
Beth Adams 

 

In keeping with the idea of the Cathedral as an oasis, both in the urban center of our city, 

and in our individual lives, it seems appropriate to offer contemplative prayer to anyone 

who might like to sit in silence with others.  
 

Contemplative prayer now happens every Tuesday following Evensong.  
 

On the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays, I provide introductory talks, instruct beginners upon 

request, and lead a faithful group of meditators. We hope to keep this time of meditation 

as open and welcoming as possible, drawing wisdom, insight and inspiration from the 

Christian monastic tradition and Eastern Orthodoxy, and from the religions of the East. 

Please come and join us. 

 

 

Servers’ Guild 
George Deare 

 

A new server, David Gauthier is helping us with the French services. Also new this year 

were Marian Dagher, Benjamin Stuchbery and Tyson Rosberg. Stepping down from 

serving were Tania Lesack and Josée Lemoine, both entering into the ministry, and 

Jonathan Schnittka due to other commitments. 
 

As my health was not good this year, Tania filled in as Assistant Head Server, calling the 

crew, making the new list up and making sure that everyone was there on Sundays. Here 

is a big thank you to Tania Lesack. 
 

The highlight of the year is the traditional Shrove Tuesday pancake supper when the 

servers and members of the church cook for the multitude. 
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We also serve at special services at Christmas and Easter and at baptisms, confirmation, 

ordination and Synod. 
 

The big event of the year was that George Deare, Head Server, received the Bishop's 

Award, 2014, in recognition of exemplary Christian service to the Anglican Church and 

his 50 years of serving. At the ceremony there was a reunion of lots of former servers 

from the Cathedral attending this special event that Sunday morning organised by the 

clergy and Verna Peris. This event was a very well-kept secret from me. 
 

I would like to thank all my faithful servers for their commitment and time at serving at 

the Cathedral. To the Dean, the Rev'd Rhonda Waters and the Rev'd Donald Boisvert, 

Senior Verger Rob Wells and Patrick Wedd (Music), a big thank you for their 

coordinated team work and outstanding help to me as head server of the Cathedral. 

 

 

Chancel Guild 
Rob Wells 

 

Brass: 2014 has been a challenging year for brass polishers. We need to re-group for 

2015 and add 2 or 3 new volunteers. 
 

Flowers: Thanks once again to Jacqueline and Yvonne Barrow, Dorothy Oidi and Eva 

Szalay for their faithfulness in arranging flowers for the cathedral. Thank you to all who 

sponsor flowers throughout the year. 
 

Linen: Jane Aitkens, Janet Chambers, Suzanne Cross, Mary Dowe, Janet King and 

Vivian Lewin continue to tend to the cathedral linens and many thanks to each of them. 

A special thanks to many of the above and other congregants, especially George Deare, 

who help prepare the Cathedral for Christmas, Easter and other special celebrations. 
 

New volunteers for these 3 tasks are urgently required. We will give you training and 

partner you with an experienced individual, if you prefer. If interested, please speak to me 

about any questions or concerns. 

 

 

Vergers 
Rob Wells 

 

Thank you to Vincent Bureau who left us this past year in order to continue his studies in 

Australia. John Cavacece continues to work occasionally on special projects (e.g., re-

waxing floors, woodworking, etc.). Elsie Deare is ever faithful in sprucing up the 

Cathedral for Sunday worship. Rodney Roberts continues as a dedicated member of the 

verger team. We welcomed Donna Lawrence and Tyson Rosberg to the team in July. I 

would like to thank all of these individuals for their work in maintaining the cathedral 

fabric and security along with dealing with visitors, street people, muddy floors, etc. We 

extend our thanks to clergy, corporation, staff and parishioners for their continued 

support of the verger team. 
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Liturgical Dance Group 
Rosemary Cass-Beggs 

 

We have had another fulfilling year. Here are some of the highlights. 
 

Beginning with a repeat presentation of the story of the Passion on Palm Sunday by 

members of the congregation. It was led by Paul Hopkins as a powerful and 

compassionate Jesus, MarKo Hubert as a strong Pilate and Elizabeth Robertson holding it 

all together as the Narrator. 
 

On Good Friday, the Cathedral Dancers presented a dramatic piece about the inspiration 

and martyrdom of Archbishop Oscar Romero of San Salvador. Good Friday is probably 

the highlight for us each year, and the time we take to explore this during Lent is very 

meaningful. 
 

The Laudate Dancers were here for the Christmas Lessons and Carols. They were lovely 

in “Midnight Cry” about the Wise and Foolish Virgins with Noah (7 years) appearing as 

the “lamp bearer”. 
 

Thank you once more to all who support us, including Rob Wells and his team, and, as 

always, special thanks to The Dean, and Patrick Wedd and the Choir for the their 

continuing inspiration. 

 

 

Bellringers 
Mary Dowe 

 

The Christ Church Cathedral Bell Ringers are now three years old.  This year saw us raise 

our profile to a larger audience.  We were part of Les Journées de la culture at the end of 

September when we demonstrated plain hunt and Bob minor.  Paul led a workshop on the 

ringing of bells to several members of the public who participated.  It was a great success 

and fun for all of us. 
 

We continue our practice each Thursday and have added to our repertoire of plain hunts 

and Bob minor by including Bob major.  We will be participating in La nuit blanche in 

February and hope to present this ring of eight bells as well as plain hunt on ten bells – a 

feat we have not yet attempted in public. 
 

Ringers’ members – Ann Elbourne, Les Stutzman, Janet and Bob King, Mary Dowe, and 

Paul Kennington. 
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SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Social Justice Action Group (SJAG) 

Members of SJAG 

 
Christ Church Cathedral Social Justice Statement 

 

Our understanding of social justice proceeds from our vision of the Kingdom of God as a 

world where everyone is valued as a sacred child of God. 

God requires justice and calls us to participate in bringing all people into right 

relationships with each other and with nature. 
 

Many of the structures of our world are unjust, creating inequalities, with the result that 

many people are oppressed, and subject to violence, lack basic necessities and have little 

power over their own lives. Overcoming injustice means more than outreach to those in 

need: it means addressing root causes in order to transform the unjust structures of the 

world.  
 

To do so, we must listen to the oppressed and support their own struggles for justice. 

Seeking the guidance of the Holy Spirit through prayer, our reading of Scripture, and 

participation in the body of Christ, we act through analysis, education, protest and 

advocacy, finding strength in our collective worship and faith. 

  

We acknowledge our own implication in unjust structures, and that our motives may be 

mixed. Therefore we take action in humility, in solidarity and respect for those working 

from a non-Christian perspective, and we recognize that those in positions of power are 

also children of God. 
 

We commit ourselves to working for social justice in our local community and in the wider 

world, believing that we are all bound up in each other’s fate, and that only in a 

transformed and just world will we be fully alive and fully able to enjoy God’s love. 

 

Restructuring of SJAG - Over the past six months, SJAG decided to revise its ways of 

working in order to engage as many people as possible from the Cathedral in SJAG 

discussions and activities, and to share out responsibilities for leadership more widely. 

Starting in 2015, a Steering Committee will coordinate the work of SJAG, while the 

regular monthly SJAG time (1st Sunday of every month, 11:30-12:30) will be used 

primarily for one-off activities that may appeal to congregation members, such as a 

prayer meeting on social justice, or a discussion with a speaker a discussion on a social 

justice issue (e.g. something in the news). 

 

The Outreach Budget - SJAG also took responsibility for allocating the Cathedral’s 

outreach budget. The Outreach budget is split – half goes to PWRDF and half to local 

organizations. The SJAG working group chose “housing” as the main criteria for 

decision-making.  After research and deliberation we recommended that the monies be 

split between Le Chainon (which provides four levels of housing aide to women) and Old 

Brewery Mission's housing program. At the June Forum we discovered that, through 

God's grace - and generous donation(s), the Outreach budget had doubled for this year.  

Invited to reconsider our recommendation, we then recommended, and Corporation and 

Forum agreed, that we also send a donation to a third organization, PASSAGES (which 

provides housing assistance to individuals who are marginalized and at risk).  Each of the 

three organizations received a cheque for $1367. 
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Fair Trade - The cathedral continues its successful partnership with the fair trade 

organisation Dix Mille Villages, St Denis. The monthly Fair Trade Kiosque (each 3rd 

Sunday of the month) is now in its 4th year and is very-well supported by the cathedral 

community and visitors. It offers the full range of Dix Mille Villages' food products, each 

month 'featured products' are selected (such as flowerpots in Spring, stationery for Back 

to School) and the stories of the people who make these crafts are communicated, to 

show the positive impact of Fair Trade on people and communities around the world. In 

July the cathedral hosted a small 'Ethical Trade Fair', where we were joined by like-

minded partners such as Equifruit (bananas) and Arayuma (spices and condiments), and 

the annual 'Christmas Fair Trade Fair' was again popular with customers wanting to 

support social justice and development issues with their Christmas gift purchases.   
 

Fair Trade plans for 2015 include attending the National Fair Trade Network Conference, 

held this year at McGill; and new 'termly' themes to the Kiosques, which will focus on 

the people and products of particular regions (the first being Nepal/India/Bangladesh) 

with profits supporting fair trade enterprises in those areas. We invite you make a 2015 

resolution to buy one fair trade product each month from the Kiosque! 
 

https://www.facebook.com/FairTradeBoutiqueCommerceEquitable 

 

Amnesty Action Circle - The Amnesty Action circle have been a little more low key this 

year, All the same, we have written a good number of letters, and sent many post cards, 

targeting a wide variety of issues. Thanks to the faithful few who write letters, and the 

many parishioners who have signed post cards at the coffee hour on the Amnesty 

Sundays (second of the month). And a very special thank you to Jan Jorgensen and Greta 

Strethem, for all their help and support.  

 

 

Social Service Society 
Janet King for Marjorie Sharpe 

 

The social services of the Christ Church Cathedral Social Service Society manifest 

concern for those in need: a hot lunch on the last Sunday of the month, a friendly lunch 

for seniors on "Bay Day", the first Tuesday of the month, organizing the distribution of 

flowers and cards to less mobile/active members of the parish, concern for the homeless 

in our downtown location -  continuing a tradition started in the 1930s or earlier by the 

Society. "The poor are always with us"!  
 

In partnership with the Cathedral for the use of Fulford Hall, the Last Sunday of the 

Month programme feeds 126 guests and provides anywhere from 40 to over 100 takeouts; 

thanks to volunteers such as those from the 8 am service who help to set up the tables, to 

parent and student volunteers from Selwyn House School, Centennial Academy and Miss 

Edgar's and Miss Cramp's School who sponsor lunches and come in person, to Mazon 

Canada who donated $1000 this year, to John the cook, to volunteers from the 

congregation who help in person, and to the coordination by Marjorie, Flo, and to Adrian, 

who is so good at soliciting donations that the programme is almost self-sufficient. Last 

year we collected almost 1000 pairs of new socks for our guests, and will try to do so 

again. 
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The Seniors' lunch is a low-key friendship circle with members providing potluck 

lunches; sometimes we have a theme such as making Valentine cards for the Veterans' 

Hospital; we always welcome new members and have been approached by St. James 

United church to have some of their people join us. We remind ladies to have their 

maiden names listed at the Cathedral office so that if they are ever hospitalized, visitors 

can find them.  
 

Through our membership in RAPSIM* we get many press releases and information about 

the provincial, municipal and federal responses to the problem of homelessness. The 

church is not a social agency and there are many organizations specializing in caring for 

itinerants; we tend to respond to what happens on our grounds in offering an oasis of 

peace, and the vergers and staff try to foster mutual respect. The Society was not able to 

establish a water fountain/tap on the grounds, for plumbing reasons; there is some 

negotiation with the city to revive the public toilets in Phillips Square when St. Catherine 

Street will be redone.  
 

Visiting and contact with less mobile members of our community continues. We received 

a letter and small donation from Eleanor Porter, age 102, living in a residence in Ontario. 

We would welcome more volunteers to be friendly visitors, mindful of the need to have a 

police check for reasons of our Safe Church. 

 

*Réseau d'aide aux personnes seules et itinérantes de Montréal 

 

 

 OUTREACH and EDUCATION 

Arts Events at the Cathedral 2014 
Ann Elbourne 

 

A number of well-received events took place this year under the aegis of the arts section 

of the Arts and Music Committee. The first was A Few Acres of Snow, an evening of 

music and readings directed by Paul Hopkins on a very cold Friday evening in January.  

A large audience huddled under blankets and quilts drank hot chocolate, mulled wine and 

hot apple cider while professional and amateur actors and singers recalled the comic and 

disastrous sides of winter in Montreal. Thank you to the people who searched for 

readings and songs and a special thank you to Paul Hopkins who did a fabulous job of 

creating this event. It’s difficult to single out the highlights because there were so many, 

but the audience would agree that Rhonda knocked the ball out of the park with her 

dramatic rendition of The Cremation of Sam McGee. 
 

On March 21 James Roberts organised an entertaining evening of NFB short films in 

Fulford Hall, and the following month showed My Prairie Home, a very moving full-

length movie about Indie transgendered singer Rae Spoon. This showing took place late 

in the evening in the Cathedral itself. It had been hoped to get a student audience, but the 

turn-out was a little disappointing. In hindsight we realised that the timing wasn’t good 

because students were busy with end of term exams and papers and the late starting hour 

deterred older people.  A number of people have suggested that these film evenings might 

become a regular feature of the Cathedral calendar. 
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For the first time the Cathedral participated in the city-wide Journées de la culture 

September 26 - 28. A small committee, James Roberts, Jonathan Bailey and Ann 

Elbourne recruited a large team of volunteers to organise the various activities which took 

place over the weekend. These included displays of vestments, treasures and archives 

which were open all weekend. The most popular document from the archives was the 

visitors’ book for 1976 signed by the queen and Prince Philip when they were in 

Montreal for the opening of the Olympics. On Friday there were guided tours, workshops 

in liturgical dance, hand bell ringing, organ playing and Gregorian chant. On Saturday we 

provided sketching and photography workshops and a concert of favourite religious 

music followed by refreshments on the Cathedral forecourt. Sunday saw our usual 

services with a special choral evensong followed again by refreshments on the forecourt, 

this time tea and home-made scones with cream and strawberry jam. The refreshments in 

the forecourt were very popular and attracted a number of passers-by! The weekend was 

a big success, being attended by over a thousand people each day, many of whom were 

francophone. Many of our visitors were surprised to learn that the Cathedral is open all 

day every day. A number also said they would be back. 
 

These fun events are important for two main reasons: Firstly, they involve a lot of people 

in the brainstorming, planning and presentation stages. Our custom has been to start with 

a convivial brainstorming session over a meal in someone’s house. This is a good way to 

involve newcomers. We are a very creative bunch at the Cathedral, especially after a 

glass or two of wine. Secondly, the events are open to the public and have done much to 

raise the profile of the Cathedral, showing that we do interesting things here and that we 

are both friendly and creative. If you would like to be involved please speak to Ann 

Elbourne.  

 

 

Education 
The Reverend Rhonda Waters  

 

A wide variety of opportunities were offered for adult Christian education in 2014: 
 

It's Not All Good - This Lenten series brought in guest speakers to address five areas of 

persistent injustice: the Canadian response to refugees; the ongoing need for 

reconciliation with the First Nations peoples; the rights of women and girls around the 

world; the rights of transgender people in North America; the challenges faced by 

religious minorities in the context of the proposed Quebec Charter of Values.  After the 

address, participants were invited to discuss the issues further in small groups before 

gathering for prayers of lament and repentance. 
 

Summer Reading Groups - The members of Episkopé offered reading suggestions and 

participants signed themselves up and self-organized reading groups for the summer.  

Some of these groups worked out quite well and some were sunk by the challenges of 

summer logistics.  However, many people expressed appreciation for the books that were 

suggested. 
 

Climate Change and Christian Faith - The newly formed Public Theology working 

group organized a contingent of parishioners to join in the march to demand action on 

climate change on Sunday, September 21. To follow up, we invited Dr. Barbara Winters 
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to come and speak about the science and politics of climate change and Donald Boisvert 

equipped small groups to reflect theologically on the topic.  
 

I wonder... - In response to a desire for some basic explanations about the Cathedral's 

liturgical practices, the I wonder  board was launched in the fall of 2014.  Everyone is 

invited to pin their questions to their board and, every few weeks, an appropriate member 

of the Cathedral community offers a very brief lesson towards the end of coffee hour.  

Topics addressed so far have included the identity of the four faces on the pillars of the 

Cathedral; why people do (or do not) cross themselves; who they guy in purple carrying 

the big stick in the procession is; and why we have so many altars. 
 

Animate! Faith - The confirmation prep course was, as always, open to the whole 

congregation.  A group of 4-6 people met each week for 6 weeks to participate in this 

video-based discussion series looking at core themes of Christian life, including God, 

Christ, the Bible, and Sacraments. 
 

From Nazareth to Bethlehem - Donna Riley and Donald Boisvert organized a four-

session Advent program, led by the Holy Land pilgrims who walked participants through 

their experience with photos, prayers, songs, and reflections. 
 

In addition to these special events and series, the young adults' Bible Study continues to 

meet every week (see the Hungry Minds annual report for more details) and the French 

bible study and sharing group, Pain, partage, et priere, meets every other week.  If you 

are interested in launching another group for regular study and support, please do not 

hesitate to contact me! 

 

Hungry Minds: Bible Study and Supper for Students and Young Adults  

Anyka Davis 

 

2014 was another great year for ministry with young adults in the Cathedral. 
 

After a great winter and spring, Bible Study & Supper for Youngsters continued through 

most of the summer, albeit with reduced numbers as many of our members travelled 

home or to exciting summer jobs or off on new post-graduate adventures.  We bid sad 

farewells to a number of people – although Facebook helps take the sting off.   
 

In September, the Youngsters kicked off the academic year with some major re-

branding – seeking a more neutral name that would be seen as more welcoming. Hungry 

Minds was chosen to reflect the physical and metaphorical hunger of the participants. 
 

The efforts paid off - our numbers grew with new young adults joining the Cathedral as 

well as through the support of the Rev’d Jean-Daniel Williams, the newly appointed 

Anglican/United chaplain to McGill University.  In particular, we have been happy to 

welcome members from St James United Church, who have added a great deal to the in-

depth discussions we have had.   
 

Members took turns providing suppers and we spent our time working through the gospel 

of Matthew, growing in both fellowship and friendship.  
 

We ended the year with a lovely Advent (Not-Quite-Christmas) Party, generously hosted 

by Erica. We hope that the new year will bring in even more hungry minds to our table. 
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Cathedral Reading Group  
Diana Bouchard 

 

The Cathedral Reading Group has met eight times since the 2014 Annual General Vestry 

meeting, including seven book discussions plus our traditional pre-Christmas movie 

night. We read the following books: 
 

 Dave Eggers, A Hologram for the King – a strange and surreal tale of American 

contract employees stationed in Saudi Arabia waiting for a project that never 

starts and a meeting with the King that never happens. Reminded people of 

“Waiting for Godot”. 

 Jonas Jonasson, The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and 

Disappeared – what a romp! (as you might guess from the title). A Swedish man 

with a wildly adventurous past skips his upcoming 100
th

 birthday party and goes 

in search of further excitement (which he finds, in spades). Flashbacks reveal 

links ranging from Harry Truman to Joseph Stalin. 

 Reza Aslan, Zealot: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth – a different 

perspective on a very familiar personage, from a Muslim scholar. The links with 

the Jewish Zealot tradition and with other contemporary uprisings were 

fascinating. You don’t have to believe everything he proposes to enjoy the 

exploration.  

 M.L. Stedman, The Light Between Oceans – a taut family drama set in the 1920s 

and focussed on a lighthouse off the southwestern corner of Australia. When a 

baby in a boat washes up on the shore, the lighthouse keeper and his wife become 

caught up in heart-rending complexities they never imagined. A masterful page-

turner.  

 Elizabeth Gilbert, The Signature of All Things – our big fat summer read. The 

protagonist is Alma Whittaker, daughter of a rich botanical-medicine entrepreneur 

and a stalwart and pragmatic Dutchwoman. Confined to the family estate outside 

Philadelphia for much of her life by the needs of her aging father and then the 

demands of untangling his business affairs, she turns her intense scientific 

curiosity to the mosses by the back stream. In the pattern of many self-made 

naturalists of the 19
th

 Century, she carves out a recognized area of expertise, 

travels to Tahiti, and even meets the renowned botanist, Alfred Russell Wallace. 

 Erik Larson, In the Garden of Beasts – a non-fiction book that reads so 

compellingly it could have been a novel. William Dodd, a professor of southern 

U.S. history, arrives in Berlin in 1934 to take up the extremely challenging post of 

U.S. ambassador to the new Nazi regime. His own professional and family dramas 

unfold against the darkening atmosphere of 1930s Germany.  

 Sayed Kashua, Second Person Singular – written by an Israeli Arab, this book 

explores the convolutions of identity and relationships in modern Israel. Its many 

subtleties would merit a second, closer read. Those who have visited Jerusalem 

will recognize many landmarks. 

As a grand finale to the year, our annual movie night with egg nog was held at Jane’s 

place. We watched the documentary I Am, which chronicles the personal journey of Tom 
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Shadyac, a director of somewhat funny comedy films whose life is turned inside out by a 

cycling accident and concussion. His sense that his time left on Earth is limited leads him 

to construct a film around interviews with prominent people who may be able to give him 

a sense of what has gone wrong with us as a species and how we can set things right. 

Along the way, he downsizes his material lifestyle substantially and comes to appreciate 

the importance of cooperation and relationships to our future. An upbeat start to the 

Christmas season. 
 

The reading group this year has maintained a somewhat fluid membership. Everyone 

doesn’t come always, but we do have several regulars, and with typically 6-8 people in 

the room, the lively discussions can last well into the evening. Come join us if you like a 

good read and a chance to talk about it! 

 

 

L’Oasis Musicale Concert Series and Church Rentals                            
Jonathan Bailey 

 

2014 was the first full year of the Saturday afternoon concert series "L'Oasis Musicale", 

with over 50 high-quality concerts presented in the cathedral, ranging from solo recitals, 

through chamber music, to large choral and orchestral ensembles.  The concerts feature 

local young musicians from Montreal music schools, members of the cathedral or 

musicians from further afield.  Audiences are generous with their voluntary contributions 

(we encourage $5 or $10), and this covers the costs of the concerts, gives the musicians a 

respectful sum and allows us to open the concerts to everyone, free of charge. 
 

In June the Concert Manager John Wiens moved out of the province, got married and 

now the family has a baby. We are grateful to John for his work on the concert series and 

wish him every success in his new endeavours. As a result, Jonathan Bailey took over the 

role of Concert Manager, Shayna Palevsky took on a greater publicity role and these two 

along with John Schurman serve as concerts hosts. 
 

L'Oasis Musicale is growing ever more popular with audience and performers alike: the 

Facebook page has well over 300 'likes'; there are 130 people on the weekly mailing list; 

audience numbers range from 50 - 120 people and performers are booked almost 6 

months in advance. Since November the audience can buy fair trade coffee and fair trade 

chocolate (made by a Montreal chocolatier), and we are grateful to the group of volunteer 

refreshment hosts who provide this hospitality.   
 

Musical highlights of the year include the 'Journées de la Culture' concert, presented by 

the Cathedral Choir and organists where the 150+ strong audience joined in with 

favourite hymns; a new Christmas fundraising concert 'In the Moon of Wintertime' 

featuring members and friends of the cathedral; and the ever-popular Sing-Along 

Messiah.  
 

If you have not yet attended a L'Oasis Musicale concert, we warmly invite you to do so in 

2015. Visit the Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/OasisMusicale) or the blog 

http://www.oasismusicale.blogspot.ca/ to find out who's performing.  
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Cathedral Website: www.montrealcathedral.ca  
Webmistress Jane Aitkens 

 

The long awaited facelift of the Cathedral website finally happened in November 2014. 

In fact, it wasn’t so much a facelift, as a whole new ‘incarnation’, redesigned from the 

ground up by a marvelous web designer, Tommy Le. He and Rhonda Waters worked 

endless hours on design and content and the new site replaced the old one on November 

21
st
. 

 

The new site is bilingual; a special thanks is owed to Gaston Lamontagne for all his 

translation work. 
 

The new website is kept active through contributions from all the members of Episkopé, 

and also Ann Elbourne, who writes the weekly Cathedral newsletter. One of the many 

new features is the ability to subscribe to the various categories – you are sent an email 

each time there is a new sermon, bulletin, newsletter, etc.  
 

The web presence of the Cathedral extends beyond the website. We have a Facebook 

page: http://www.facebook.com/ChristChurchCathedralMontreal, as well as Dónal 

Ward's site for Cathedral music program at http://cccmusicprogramme.blogspot.com.  

You can add yourself to its subscription list by sending an email to: 

music.programme@gmail.com. 
 

See you online! 

http://www.facebook.com/ChristChurchCathedralMontreal
http://cccmusicprogramme.blogspot.com/
mailto:music.programme@gmail.com
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT 

 

Contemplation 
To love God with an open heart, an enquiring mind, a growing soul and a fervent strength 

in daily prayer, worship, silence, study, and music. 

Compassion 
To love our neighbours as ourselves, transforming lives as followers of Christ and 

seeking social justice, in fellowship, pastoral care, and stewardship of all God has 

entrusted to us. 

Celebration 
We belong to the Anglican Church of Canada and the world-wide Anglican Communion, 

celebrating the Sacraments, discerning the Word of God in the Bible. 

We welcome diversity and fully include people of all cultural backgrounds, ages and 

sexual orientations, and rejoice in the ministry of women and men as bishops, priests, 

deacons and community leaders.  

 

NOTRE DÉCLARATION DE MISSION 

Contemplation 
Aimer Dieu à coeur ouvert, avec un esprit critique, une âme qui s’épanouie, et une force 

fervente nourrie de prière quotidienne, de culte, de silence, d’étude et de musique. 

Compassion 
Aimer notre voisin comme nous-mêmes, en transformant des vies en tant que disciples du 

Christ, travaillant ensemble à la justice sociale, avec solidarité et dans un esprit pastoral, 

ainsi que la gérance de tout ce que Dieu nous a confié. 

Célébration 
Nous appartenons à l’Église anglicane du Canada et à la Communion anglicane à travers 

le monde. Nous célébrons les sacrements, et discernons la parole de Dieu dans la Bible.  

Nous accueillons la grande diversité humaine à bras ouverts, que ce soit celle de la 

culture, de l’âge, ou de l’orientation sexuelle, et nous nous réjouissons du ministère des 

femmes et des hommes en leur capacité d’évêques, de prêtres, de diacres et de leaders 

communautaires. 

 

                                     OUR FIVE PRIORITIES 

                                                 •  Build Community 

                                                 •  Attract New Members 

                                                 •  Deepen Faith 

                                                 •  Pastoral Care 

                                                 •  Radical Transformation & Justice 

 


